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UST OF GRAMMATICAL ABBREViATIONS

The following abbreviations are used in glosses throughout this thesis:

morpheme boundary
clitic boundary (after Klavans 1982)
benefactive suffu:; takes another transitive; indicates that
unmarked NP names benefactive of action, rather than objecl
""=nine<
distributive reduplication
-::>b suffix (see Section 4.0)
-s- 'feminine' (infix on determinef1 and demonstnltives)
feminine plural (Spanish las)
future aspet:l
preposilion .
perfective aspect (indicates action with known end-potnt)
remote pasllrem()(e distance aspect
stative aspect
transitive stem (as opposed to benefactive)
fIrst person plural object
fll'St person plural possessor
rU"St person plural subject
rll'St person singular (used with clitic in -::>b construction)
rll'St person singular object\
fll'Sl person singular possessor
ftrst person singular subject
second person plural object
second person plural possessor
second person plural subjeci
second person singular (used with clitic in -:Jb construction)
second person singular object\
second person singular possessor
second person singular subject
third person objcct (ambigous for number)
third person possessor (ambigous for number)
third person subject (ambigous for number)
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ABSTRACT OF THE TI!ESIS

Lushootseed (Salish) Transitives: Pronominal

Morphology and Licensing or Noun Phrases

by

Robert Elliott Hagiwara

Master of Arts in Linguistics

University of California. Los Angeles, 1990

Professor Pamela Munro, Chair

In this thesis, Lushootseed syntax is described within the government and

binding framework (Chomsky 1981, 1986a, 1986b, etc.).

In the fmt section, [outline the principal features of Lushoosteed transitive

sentences. At most one noun phrase (NP) may appear in a single sentence. This phrase

names object unless unless the object is first or second person, when it names subject.

First and second person are realized as bound morphemes exclusively; there are no

personal pronouns.

In Section 2.0, I analyze the first and second person object suffl}(e~ in the spirit

of Jelinek's (985) Pronominal Arugment Parameter. However, (recast Jelinek's

proposal in light of Baker's (1988) work on incorporation.

In Section 3.0, I argue that only one structural case assigner is available in

Lushootseed sentences. I discuss two proposals to this effect The first exploits a

parameter proposed by Koopman (1987), in which verb traces fail to assign case. In the

~econd, [ assume that INFL does not contribute structurally to the Lushootseed

vi



sentence. I also fonnalize conditions on NP interpretation which Baker (1988) requires

but fails to explore.

In Section 4.0, 1describe the Lushoorseed -;lb construction in which !WO NPs

appear. The case assigned to the second NP is not a structural case (assigned at S

structure), but an inherent case assigned at D-structure (Chomsky 1986b). The analysis

of -;;)b further serves as a critical test between the two approaches discussed in Section

3.0.

VII

Section 1.0: Introduction

Lushootseed, a Coast Salish language, was once spoken in numerous villages

lining the rivers draining into Washington state's Pugel Sound. LushoolSeed syntax,

and indeed the syntax of Salishan languages generally, is almOSt deceptively simple but

presents many problems for the theory of parameterized universal grammar

(Government and Binding, Barriers, after Chomsky 1981, 1986b. etc.). In this thesis, I

will discuss the relationship between the noun phrase (NP) system and the pronominal

(cutic and suffix) syStem in Lushootseed ITansitive sentences, and I will argue that the

pronominal syStem represents the system of verbal arguments in thai they are assigned

theta-roles contributed by lhe verb, while the NP system (including licensing by case to

pass the case niter) fulfills an ancillary role 10 the pronominal system. This proposal is

made in the spirit of Jelinek's (1985) Pronominal Argument Parameter. but differs from

Jelinek's theory in that I generate pronominal morphology in the syntax. and use

existing princIples in the theory of government and binding to generate the proper

surface fonns (Baker 1988).

Section 1.1 A brief overview of the Lushootseed language

More detailed and complete descriptions of LushoolSeed than can be given here

are given in Hess & Hilbert (1976) and Hess & Hilben (in press). Data in this srudy

have been drawn from these sources and others, as well as personal work with Vi

Hilben (taq~;)blu),an elder of the Upper Skagit tribe.

Lushootseed is a verb-initial language. With the exception of cenain adverbs

(such as cick..... 'very', h;lJalb 'weU') and discourse functors (huy 'then, next', g"'~J

'and then'), oothing nonnaUy precedes the verb.

One striking feature of Lushootseed synt.a.x is that at most one 'direct

complement', lhal is, a lexica] noun phrase which is not govemed by a preposition, may



appear in a single sentence (Hess & Hilbert. in press). This lexical NP may in principle

name either the subject or object, depending on the inflectional properties of the

sentence. In the ft.rst and second persons, subjeclS and objeclS of verbs can only appear

as inflectional markings (subject clitics in second position and suffixes on the verb) and

cannot be 'doubled' with an independent pronoun.

The questions I will address in this thesis ctnter around these facts. First, what

is the relationship of the person-marking morphology to lhe syntax of LushOOl.seed?

Sectiond: why is only one lellical NP argument possible in a Lushootseed clause? And

finally, how can we capture lhe descriptive facts concerning the interpretalion of

Lushootseed lellical NPs?

c_ 1u-1ulul ""ol d. 1u-1ulul =t;.I;.p
PRF-uavel.by.waler ::lpS PRf-travel.by.water z2pS
'we canoed' 'you (pi) canoed'

~. 1u-1ulul ti1il sluM r. 1u-1ulul
PRF-travel.by.waler thai man PRF-Iravel.by. water

'that manllhose men canoed' 'heJsheJil/they canoed'

(2) a. 1::ls~1itut =t'Jd b. ?u-1itut o:t;.x W

STY-sleep :ls5 STY-sleep >:2s$
'I am sleeping' 'you (sg) are sleeping'

c. 1;.s-1ilUt ::t:;)i d. 7:;)s-1ilut ~I:;)p

STY-sleep =lpS STY-sleep ",2p5
'we are sleeping' 'you (pi) are sleeping'

e. 7;.s-1ilUt li1il sluM f. 1;,s·1itut
STV-sleep thaI man 5TV-sleep
'that manlthose men is/are sleeping' 'heJsheJitithey is/are sleeping'

might be tranSlated with eilher singular of plural noun phrases.

We can summarize the subjeCl c1itie system, as in (3)

LushoolSeed noun phrases do usually distinguish singular from plural, except

occasionally by reduplication. Thus, the third peTSOfl fonns in (Ie and f) and (2e and f)

pluralsingular

",t;x\ ",t:)1
."t;,x'" ..t;,l;,p

ZERO (with optional NP)

r""
second
third

Since third person is represented overtly in nearty aU the person-marking

paradigms panldigms except these c1itics, and ftrst and second person are uniquely

(3) The subjecl c1itics

(If and 20. 1

indicates a third person argumenL Intransitive verbs do not distinguish 'actIve' from

'stative' or 'uaccusative' stems in tenns of how they realize their arguments. Finil and

The subjecl c1itics are used 10 indicate the only argumt:nt of a intransitive verb as

second person singular and plural arguments of intransitive verbs appear as subject

c1itics (la-d) and (2a-d). In the lhird person, no c1itic is used, but a lexical noun phrase

may be used (Ie and 2e) and the absence of either an NP or clitic signals a lhird person

weU as the subjecl of a ItaJ1silive verb when these are finit or second person. In the third

person, the absence of a flf'St or second perron c1ilic (or the presence of a leXleal NP)

Section 1.1.1 LushoolSeed subjeclS and intransitive verbs

IA Lisl of grammatical abbreviations used throughoul this thesis may be rOOM on page (iv). TIle !tau
in !his thesis win be written in me nand:ard octhography adopled by Hess &: Hilbe:n {1976J, ucep: when
this would hide a morphological allernation.

( I) a. 1u~1ulul =t~

PRF~travel.by. waler = Is5
'I canoed'

b. 1u-1ulul =t;.xw

PRF-travel.by.water :E2s$
'you (sg) canoed'

identified independenlly, we may infer the presence of a phonologically null thiTd person

marker.

These c1itics require speciaJ rules (probably phonological) to move them intO

second position (Kaisse 1985, Klavans 1982). Since Lushootseed is verb iniriaJ, they

normally follow the verb. When an adverb appears preverbally, then the dirk foUows

2 3
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the adverb (4b). When more than one adverb appears before the verb, the clitic wiU

follow the first adverb.

b. 1u-t:ls:lt-d~ ti7i! stub!
PRF-hil-30 =lsS that man
'f hit that man'

(4) a 7:ls-lag":lx" =l~

STY-hungry = IsS
'I am hungry'

b. cick'" =t;rd 1:ls-tag":lx"
very =lsS STY-hungry
'I am very hungry

c. 1u-~set-d ti7il stub~

PRF-hit-30 that man
'he hit that man'
·'that man hit him'

Section 1.1.2 Lushootseed objects and transitive verbs

Transitive verb stems fall into five cate:gones, depending on their phonological

shape. Transitive stems ending in -r are by far the most common_ These take one of

five suffutes which indicate the person of the Objecl The same c1itics which indicate the

sole argument of an intransitive verb indicate the subject of a transitive.

11le other transitive verb stem-classes end with the suffixes -dx"", ·a.... -.s. or-c.

They differ from the -, class in that·dx"" often occurs with experiencer, rather than

active, rransitives (or indicates derivationaIly that the action is uncontroUed by the

subject) and the -aw frequently o-ansitivius intransitive stems (lui" 'go' > ?ui"'u'" 'go

(to gel something». 1be -.s and -c suffIxes are I1I.ther rare. These four are distinguished

(5) I:lS:X 'hil (with fist)' from the -1 class also in that they take a different set of object suffutes:2

The sequence It-d! reduced to [dj on the surface, via a productive phonological

rule of dcgemination (Hagiwara 1989).

c.

a. 1u-t:l~I-S -=l:lx"
PRF-hil- isO =2s5
'you (sg) hit me'

c. 1u-l:l's:lt-ubul =l:ll:Jp
PRF-hit-1pO ",2pS
'you (pi) hit us'

e. 1u-t<)s:lt-d =t;:;xi
PRF-hit-30 = 1sS
'1 hit himlhcr/it/they'

b. iu-teser-sid =t:ld.
PRF-hit-2s0 =lsS
'I hil you (sg)'

d. 1u-t:ls:lt-ubul-:x1 ..l:ll
PRF-hil-2pO ,.lpS
'we hit you (pI)'

f. 1u-t<)s:lt-d
PRF-hit·30
'helshe/it/they hit himJher/it/them'

(7) ~ud}('" 'see'

a. 7:ls-~udu-M b. 7:ls-~udu-bicid

STY-see-l sO STV-see-2s0
'helshelit/they see me' 'helshe/il/they see you (sg)'

c. 1:Js-~udu-bul d. 1:ls-~udu-bukKl.

STY-see-I pO STV-see-2pO
'helshe/itlthey sees us' 'he/shelitlthey sees you (pi)'

7~s-~udxW

STY-see
'he/she/it/they sees hirnlher/itlthem'

As in the case of (5) above, first and second person subjects are indicated by

A le;cicaI NP may occur in a transitive sentence only if at teasl one of the verbal

arguments is third person-that is, if there is no overt subject clitic, or if the verb is

suffuted with the -d marker. Crucially, if both the subject and object are third person, a

lexical NP may only be interpreted as the object.

same set of subject clitics as were used with the intransitive verbs. Also like the other

examples above, the presence of a lexical NP is licenced only if at least one of the

arguments of the verb is third person; if both are lhird person, a lexical NP must be

interpreted as object

(6) a. 7u-~set-s ti1i! stuM
PRF-hit-JsO that man

'thai man hit me'

(8) a. 7~s-~udu-M ti1i1 stubS
STY-see- IsO that man
'that man sees me'

4

2NOIt ttla« the fual (l"'J of these roots vocalizes 10 luI befOfe one of the object suffues. Tbe thild
penon objecl suffu, while overt in the previous paradigm. is phonoqically nuU in lhis patadigm.

5
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b. 1~s-~ucU ..... :t:ld li1il sluM
STY-see =lsS thai man
'I see !hat man'

Further as we saw ub (6c and Be), if both the subject and obj«t of a transitive

verb are third person, an accompanying NP may only be interpreted as object

c. 1~s-ludJtw ti1il stuM
SlV-see that man
'helshelitl~y see that man'
• 'that man sees helshelitl!hey'

(12) ?u-k"'uwal-d te d-had
PRF-help-30 DET IsPos-father
"he helped my father"
"'my father helped him'

(9) The object suffixes (with -[ ttansitives)

We can now summariu: the object-marking system.

the object sumxes (other transitives)

Seeton 1. J.4 LushoolSeed aspectual af-fues

I~- progressive (in space)
I-;)s- progressive (in time)
b:r repetitive
:\'u- habitual
-;)x"'" new

1~s- srative
?u- perfective
IU- remO!f:
lu- fulUre
g"'~- ~s

AspeclUaJ affixes

Stative aspect mOSt usually occur;; on non-active verb Sl«=:ms, both intransitive

(13)

and transitiv«=:. The perfective aspect does nOl indicate that an action or state has ended,

The aspectual system, which will be of particular interest in Section 2.0,

includes eight or nine prefi:.:.es (depending on dialect)) and one suffu.

plural

-bul
-bul~

~ZERO (plus optional NF)

plur.ol

-ubul
-ububd

..<f (plus optionaJ Np)

singular

-hI
-bicid

singular

-,
-sid

f""
second
third

f",'
second
Ihint

(10)

Section L 1.3 A note on two imponant ungrammatical readings

As we have seen above. it is possible 10 have in a sentence a noun phrase which

names subject (6a and 801) and a noun phrase which names object (6b and 8bl.

However, the presence of two oven NPs, one naming subject, {he other naming object,

is ungrammatical. (The one exception to this statement, the -;,b construction, will be

addressed in Section 4.0.)

but that it has an expected end point. Compare:

(14) a. l~-?ib~~ =t;)f dx"7aldzid~laJie

PRG·travel.by.land = I pS toward Seattle
'we are (currently) waJ.kjng toward (in the direction of) Seattle'

b. 7u·1ibd~ =bl dx"7al d1·id~lalie
PRF-lJavel.by.land =1 pS toward Seaule
'w«=: are waJ.kjng to Seattle' (de:stination)
'we walked in the direction of Seattle'

... etc.

(II) "?u-t::ls~t-d ti1i1 si?ab l-s-i1if sfad~y1

PRF-hit-30 that noble that(-f-) woman
"'that noble hit thai woman'
"'mal woman hit that noble'

A sentences thaI contains two bare NPs such as (II) could only be grammatical

ifboth NPs referTed to the same entity, as in an apposition.

With stative verbs (those which in the unmarked cas«=: would take the stative

aspect), th«=: ro- perfective indicat«=:s that the state occured in the recent past.

The lu- prefix unambiguously indicates that th«=: action or Slate has not yet

occwut In contrast, the RI- prefix, while mOSI frequently indicating an action Qr" state in

)Speaken orlhe Sbgil di~lect (see map. pilge 63) do Il()l distinguish ,~- and g-, having OC\Iy lhe bner
wilh both meanings.

6 7
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the remote past, may also indicate an action or state far removed in space from the

speaker.

Because they usually occur on verbs, and almost always have some kind of

temporal meaning, the aspectual system is often construed as tense marking. However,

it differs from tense in English in several critical respects. First, as a marker occuring in

independent clauses, Lushootseed aspectual morphemes are not obligatory, but optional.

The sentence ?ib~~ =t:Jl 'we walk' (cf. lu-?jb~~ =bl, tu-7jb~~ =t:», lu-?ib;l~ =t.,I, etc.

'we walked/we did walk/we will walk' is completely grammatical, though admittedly

ambiguous as to when, where, and for how long the walking continued. Second, while

the full range of aspectual markers is limited to 'true' verbs, the appearance of certain

aspectual markers on categories other than Y (N and A are represented in my data,

though aspectual marking on P seems probable) is frequenL The most common are fu-

'remote', lu- 'future', g"':r 'irrealis' and -;IX'" 'new'. They may occur nouns (15a-c)

and adjectives (15d).

'stative' dog would be, or a 'repetitive' flounder. Given an appropriate context

(someone who is always changing into a flounder?), these may seem more reasonable.

In general, aspectual affixes behave semantically more like adjectives or adverbs

than 'tense', and lexically more like inflectional morphemes indicating particular

properties of the referents of the stems to which they attach than a morphological reflex

of temporal properties of the whole sentence. All of which has Jed other researchers

(notably Hess & Hilbert 1976) to conclude that Lushootseed does not have tense

marking in the English sense.

Section 1.2 Organization of the thesis

It is my goal in this thesis to explore the analysis of Lushootsced syntax within

the framework provided by the theory of government and binding (GB) (Chomsky

1981, 1986a, 1986b, etc.). lbe thesis will have four principal sections. In this first

section, I have outlined the principal features of Lushoosteed transitive sentences.

Again, more complete descriptions of Lushootseed than can be given here may be found

(15) a.

b.

c.

d.

ti tu-d-bad
DET PST-my-father
'my former (late) father'

tsi iu-<H;,g"'as
DET(-f-) FUT-my-wife
'my future wife'

t-s-i?il puay-;lx'"
that(-f-) flounder-NEW
'that new flounder' (i.e. 'she who is now a flounder')

li?ii tu_iikw sq"';lbay?
that PST-mean dog
'that formerly mean dog'

in Hess & Hilbert 1976, and Hess & Hilbert, in press.

In Section 2.0, I will present an analysis of the firSt and second person object

suffixes, in the Spiril of Jelinek's Pronominal Arugmem Parameter. However, I will

recasl Jelinek's proJX>sal in light of Baker's (1988) work on incorporation, and not

appeal to the ad hoc devices in Jelinek·'s presentation.

In Section 3.0, I will explore several possible analyses of Lushootseed sentence

structure within the parameters provided by the GB theory, and argue that only one

structural case assigner is available in Lushootseed transitive sentences. I will discuss

The absence of the other aspecrual markers appearing on nouns and adjectives

seems to be pragmatic, rather than grammatical. That is, it is difficult to know what a

8

two proposals to this effect. The firSt makes use of a parameter proposed by Koopman

(1987), in which traces of verbs fail to assign case within VP. In the second proposal, I

will assume that {NFL does not contribute structurally to the sentence in Lushootseed.

9
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This analysis, which may seem unsettling from the point of view of univenaJ grammar,

suggests an analysis of NP interpretation and theta-role linking that Baker (1988) fails to

explore, and may be generaliz.able to other situations in which a lexical NP ought to be

ambiguous or unlicensed, but is nOI (e.g. appositives, nominal adjuncts).

In the foUowing section, I will explore the Lushootseed -;Jb construction in light

of the analyses proposed in Section 3.0. This construction represents the one

counterexample to the generalization that one and only one lexical NP naming subject or

object may appear in a Lushootseed sentence. I will argue not only does this not present

a problem for the analyses in Section 2.0, but that it actually confmns the approaches

outlined in that section. In particular, the case assigned to the second NP is nOI a

structural case (one assigned at S-scrucrurel, but an inherent case assigned at D

structure. The analysis of -:Jb will funher serve as a critical test between the two

approaches discussed in Section 3.0.

10

Section 2.0: The Pronominal Argument Hypothesis

Jelinek (1985) proposed that languages may differ parametrically with respect to

whether they are '"Lexical Argument" (LA) languages or "Pronomonal Argument" (PA)

languages. Lexical argument languages assign tbeta-roles to NPs, where PA languages

assign theta-roles to bound morphemes rather than phrasal categories. In Jelinek's

theory, a category AUX dominates such morphemes. However, the existence of such a

category has been placed in considerable doubt (see discussion in Kaisse 1985, for

example).

In this section, I will discuss the status of the object suffixes within the D

structure verb phrase, arguing that these elements are assigned theta-roles, in the spirit

of Jelinek's (1985) Pronominal Argument Parameter. However, I differ from Jelinek,

in that I will argue that these elements are generated at D-slJUctuTe in Ihe positions that

analogous NPs are generated in lexical argument languages. Thus, PA languages such

as Lushootseed do no! differ radically from LA languages at D-struclUre. I will be

recasting !he Lushootseed object suffixes as pronominal, in the sense of being assigned

theta-roles, bUI we will show that a treaunent of these suffixes as incorporated nouns

(Baker 1988) accounts both for their argument-hood and !heir surface status as suffues

to the verb.

Section 2.1 Noun Incorporation

Baker's (1988) discussiOn of Noun Incorporation (NT) consideres two basic

phenomena. The incorporation of lex.ical (that is, free) nouns, and the incorporation of

morphologically dependent antipassive sufftx.es.

Boiled down into an extremely simplistic form, Baker shows that a movement of

a complement N inlO a governing V (as in 16) is a grarrunatical movement, as the trace

of N is properly governed, and thereby satisfies the Empty Category Principle (17).

1\



Languages differ as to whether the resulting compound verb is transitive and can

(17) The Empty Category Principle: Empty categories must be properly governed.

(18) Proper government (after van Reimsdijk and WiUiams. 1984):

X properly governs Y if
a. X govems Y and X is a lexical head (N, A. V. P) (lexical

government) or
b. X governs Y and X is the antecedent of Y (antecedent government)

(16)
V..

/'
v·

./"----
V NP

I

move

V..
/'

V'
./"----

V NP
/' I
V N;

lexical NP. However. an oblique adjunct may appear. This inherently case-marked NP

identifies the 'object' of an antipassive verb in the same way that a by phrase identifies

the 'subject' of an English passive. This oblique NP does not receive a theta-role of its

own, bur is transmitted the object theta role by the antipassive morpheme. We will

recum to this point in Secrion 3.3.

Thus, Baker (1988) focuses attention on two kinds of N-to-V incorporations:

incorporation of free, fully referential Ns, and incoTjX)ration of morphologically

dependent elements of weak: referential force. being roughly equivalent to 'something'

or ·someone'.

Section 2.2 lncorporation of Lushootseed person-marking suffues

Lc:t us reconsider the Lushootseed object suffucs in this light.

(19) object (suffues-revised. from (9»

assign case to anomer, independent NP, or intransitive and cannot. Baker does argue,

ho....-ever, that struclUral f',.'Ps oot of which Ns incorporate do not themselves need to be

case licensed.

r""
second
third

singular
-s
-sid

(-d)

plural
-ubul
-ububd

In contrast to the incor'jX)ralion of independent (free) Ns, Baker discusses the

antipassive construction in a number of languages. In this construction, the

incorporated element is nOI an independent noun, but an affur... Affixes diffcr from flU

nouns in that they have 'morphological sUOCategorization frames', and are

ungrammatical if they surface without having been affixed 10 a stem satisfying !heir

frame. Nonetheless, Baker allows the objecllheta-role to be assigned to the antipassive

morpheme.

Nl of antipassive morphemes diffen; from N1 of free Ns also in that the resulting

verb never assigns accusative case. The antipassive morpheme is the sole internal

argument of the verb, and no case or theta-role is available to license an independent

12

Recall that first and second person object are realized on the sUlface only as

suffIXes. and may not be doubled by an independent pronoun; an independent NP co

occurring with a first or second person object suffix names the subject, and is

grammarical only if the subject is not indicated by an oven (first or second person)

subject clite.. Third person objects are signalled by the voiced (d} at the end of the verb

stem. If an independent NP co-occurs with a verb ending with with (dl. it mUSI name

the object_

Consider the following panial derivarion of the Lushootseed VP in the sentence

7u-l~sel-sjd:t~"j hit you (sg)':

13



The transitive verb l;'Sdl 'hi,' assigns two theta-roles: Agent, to the adjoined 0

structure subject position (after Koopman & Sporoche 1989), represented by lhe c1itic,

and Patient (or Theme) 10 the complement posilion. As an affu, the morpheme -sid has

a morphological subcategorization frame (Baker 1988. following Leiber 1980) requiring

V-max.......--

(20)

a D-Strueture:

V"
/'

V'.......--
V NP
I. /\

7U-tOlS~t L....::::.

r t
move

SPEC

6
=t=>d

b. S-Slructure:
V-maA.......--

V" SPEC
/'

V'.......--
V NP

?U-t.S~t-Sid, ~

contrary to Baker's analysis of the antipassive, which seems (perhaps accidentally) to

imply that incorporation of morphemes always involves indefmite or nonspecific

reference.

Section 2.3 Non·argumental pronominal morphology

Another piece of evidence in favor of the incorporation account of semi

referential morphemes in Lushootseed has to do with the status of the so-called 'lexical'

suffixes in LushOOLSeed (Hess 1976, Hess & Hjlben 1976, Hess & Hilben in press).

These suffues are usually associated with location or ins[rUment They greatly resemble

shape classifiers in many languages, except that the 'lexical' suffues are semi

referential-that is, they do not generally cooccur with full NPs of some semantic class

(shape classifiers) or some arbitrary class (gender), bUI replace such NPs in a phrase.

(21) Some leXical suffixes with 1:11 'sick'4

thai it be suffued to a verb. However, al D-slnlcture. it is generated under an NP and

later adjoins 10 the verb.

As Baker (1988) demonsrrates, incorporation of morphologicalJy dependent

material out of complement position leaves a trace which is properly governed. and

(no suffix)
-qid 'headftop'
·adat 'stomach'
·ati1 'hand'
·~ad 'fOOl'
-alfu.... 'house'

f;:»shl =~
{;:»s.l;)fqid =l:Ki
f;:»sl;)iadal ..l:Ki
hsx;:»l.l;)iatif ""l:x:l
(;:»sx;)i.i.;)I~ad ..l:x:l
X;:»lalfU ....

'I am sick'
'I have a headache'
'I have a stomachache.'
'1 have sore hands.'
'I have sore feet.'
'hospital'

thereby satisfies the Empty Category Principle. Note the structural relations which hold

at after -sid incorporates into the verb. The verb, as a lexical head, already lexlcaIly

governs the original object position, and thus governs the trace of pronominal

movement But the pronominal, now adjoined 10 the verb head is corquefllial with its

trace. The verb, with the suffu, anlecedLru govuns the trace, as weU as lexically

governing it, satisfying the ECP by born definitions of proper government.

The other object suffixes may be similarly derived. The difference between

incorporation of this son of morpheme and the antipassive is that the Lushootseed

suffixes are as deftnite and referential as the analogous English pronouns; lhis is

14

Lexical suffues in Lushootseed are not to be thought of as strict incorporation of

lexical nouns; they usually bear tittle, if any, similarity to the independent nouns they

correspond 10. Compare the fonn J:1IJ~/ati7'sickhands' with the corresponding 'full

Nf' expression in (22), wim taJ;)S 'hand':s

4(21) and (23) by no means representS an uhaustive list of 1e~a1 suffiAes in Uashootsecd.. See Hess
(1976) and Hess .t. Hilbert (1976) for JTlOre uampies or suffixes. uamples wid! diffO'el1I verlJs, and
fuUer discussion.
5-r1le reduplication or l~ 1~1~aCJ7,bU~IS:.dand h51~1~ li dlabs indic.a1C:S only lIw bod! hands or
feel are involved. Because Lushootseed has no soicl plural malting (excqM in the rusl and seccnd
penon subjecl clilies and objecl surrues), a form with 1;,1 unreduplicated would be ambiguous.

15
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(22) 1:)s·j:)l·i=rl ti d-tal:)s
STV-sick-OIST orr IsPos-hand
'I have sore hands' (tiL "my hands are sick")

Expressions with lexical suffixes may be derived in the same way object suffues

~ derived. except thaI they involve a non-argumenlal theta-role. Thai is, generate the

lexical suffix -ati?as a pronominal complement (that is, as a morphologically bound

'word', meaning 'hand') and later incorporale it to the governing verb.

Lexical suffixes may also suffix to some prepositions. Note in particular the

(26)

a. D--Stnlcture:

-alltl.w

PR /

b. S-SlnJcture:

P
I

di1-aJ1u",,:

suffIX -aRvc"" which also combines with the verb x;;1/ .

(23) di7 'locative (around)'

Thus, Baker's (1988) discussion of noun incorporation underestimates

(~obably accidentally) the range of phenomena round in the world's languages. I do

-ucid 'opening,6
-abac 'solid mass'
-al1txw'house'

di1ucid
di1abac
di1a11txw

'across a river'
'around a rock' (for example)
'around a house'

nO( mean 10 imply that Baker's treatment is inadequate or flawed. The evidenct of

Lushootseed pronominal and lel.)ca] suffixes bring independent confumation to Baker's

The resuhing forms (d;? + suffix) are complete phrases. rather than a complex

preposition which might still take an NP complemenL If further elaboration is called

for, another NP, licensed by a separate locative preposition. is used.

(1988) theory. Further, Jelinek's (1985 and elsewhere) hypothesis that the penoon

markers in many languages represent the true arguments or verbs is confmned.. but with

an independent mechanism.

(24) 1al t:) 1al1al
dilal1tl.w
dilal1uw 1al Ii 1allal

(25) 1al t:;) stul:)k w

dilucid
dilucid 1a1 te stul~kw

(liL) 'inlal!by the house'
'around the house'
'00 the other side of the house'

(JiL) 'in/atlby the river'
'across the river'

'on the other side of the river'

Jelinek (1985) posits a category (AUX) in the synlax or pronominal argument

(PA) languages. AUX dominates morphological material to which theta-roles are

assigned. Jelinek (1984) introduces the notions orJexical (1..-) versus grammatical (G-)

case and a set of Linking Rules to associate them.7

The proposed derivation of these expressions is similar to generating the object

suffIXes, except that the goveming head is not V, but P. The difference is that the case

involved is an i"her~fIJ case rather than sUUCturaJ, and thus is assigned at D-StnlcNre

rather than at S-strucrure. Thus. at O-s[]'Ucture, there is no other theta-role, nor another

case position. available to license a second (nonpronominal) NP.

6RiVeJ1 can be: ~pblalized in severaJ WlIIys in Lushaotseed, as an 'opening'. as il 'passage', elC. II is
WOt"th noting thaI '1...ushootseed" is an angkiLalion of the flllUve word d..l'"-b$-ucid, wheR: tJ.r:W. is a
pretiA meaning 'from', .b! refers 10 lhe Puge( Sound region. ilnd -ul;id is !he Silffie lelial sufru. as in
(55) ·opening', lhis time indicating 'ITIOIIth'.

16

Kaisse (1985), however, demonstrates that the properties or the putativt AUX

nocle (Steele ~I a/1981)donot follow rrom its being a syntactic category, but rather

rrom the ract that the elements associated with' AUX'~ c1itics. Thus, Jelinek's AUX

7L_ilI'ld G-case are merely paradigmatic relations ill1'I()IIg morphemes or t-rPs. They should fllJII be
confused with the notions of SlrUCIUn.! liS. Inherent case (Chomsky 1986a). Morphemes (i.t.
pronorninals) wtUch incOCaie subjects of lIerbs are nwkod in il 'nonUfWive' G<ast: p.adigm. ....here
object-marting pronominals are marked in an 'accllSaUve' ~igm.. lbese mayor may not be !he SilJIle

paradigms in which t-rPs which name subjects or objects are mMked. NPs. in Jelinek's (1985) art:
governed by case-pilrtides (i.e. ollen or non-oven prqxJSirions) ilnd mark. L-case. L-case piindigms nuy
be: nominatille-accusal1ve, ergative-absc»ulive, or several olher combinations. Jelinek UlllS accounts for
lIarious kinds of 'ergative SplilS' across PA languages.

17



is nol a synlactic category available 10 languages, and her fonnul.Hion of me Pronominal

Argumenl Paramter is inCOrTttl. However, by bringing Baker's (1988) theory of

incorporation into the piclure, mosl of Jelinek's observations across many languages

will follow, without appeal to a synlactic constituent (AUX) for which there is linle, if

any, independenl evidence olher than the behavior of sentential c1itics (Kaissc:, 1985).

18

Section 3.0: Structural Case and NP licensing in lushoolseed Syntax

In order 10 be adequate, a theory of grammar must not only genel1ne me

grammatical sentences of a language, bUI fail to generate sentences which are

ungrammatical. In Section 2.2, I presented an analysis of the object suff"ues in which

thesc morphemes were generated in the syntax, and incorporated into the verb via

syntactic movement. We are left now with the question of noun phrases (and clitics);

that is, how are these: calegories licensed and how do they inleract with lhe object

suff"lXes-in particular, the putative -d suff"u (Hagiwara 1989)-and how can this be

captured in a Iheory of syntax. In this section, I will discuss severaJ approaches 10 the

structure of the Lushootseed sentences, nacing the advantages and problems associated

with each.

Section 3.1 Probkms in a generic CB analysis of Lushootseed

The most obvious approach to the problem is to assume thaI Lushootseed

sentences are just like sentences in other languages. The subjecl clites and object

suffixes notwithstanding, when a lexical NP names the subject, it is assigned

nominative case (NOM) in the SPEC of INFL. When an NP names the object, it is

generated as the complement of V, where it can receive accusative case (ACC) from the

verb. Note the following derivations. In the following, the verb is assumed to raise to

INFL at a later slage in the derivatiOTl--this assumption makes the position of the

complement to V wilh respect to the head V a vacuous choice. In ve~ions or this

analysis where !NFL lowe~ inlO V, both ISPEC,vPj and (NP,VP] must follow the V

at S-strUcture. These choices are not critical to this generic level of anaJysis.

19



(27) Subject and object arc: rust or second person: (28) Subject is fust or second person, object is third person

.. 1u-taJal-sid =t~

PRF-chase-2s0 :0 IsS
'I chased you(sg)'

.. 7u-l:alat-d :t:xJ (t~ stubs)
PRF-chase-30 =lsS DET man
') chased that man'

b. b.

JP

------------J' SPEC
~ I

[NA. V-max t~ stub~j

I /"'--------
7u-l:aJat. VP ~

'/ ~

~ V' =tod
r-

V NP
I b",

/-1 I-I
, J

move

IP

------------I' SPEC
~

INA. V-max

I vr/"'-------- NP'

~
1u' V-: ~

r--
V NP
I b",

talat t;) stuM

move

IP

--------------I' SPEC
~ 1

INFL V-max :t;:K1,

I /"'-------- NP
1u_",VP ~

V' Ie}.
r-- I

V NP
I b,.

talaHi~ leI,

t~
incorporate

rp

--------------J' SPEC

INe----V.nw JI/"'--------.
1u- vp NP

V-: L:::o"
=t:K1r--

V NP
I ~ move

tala I -sid

In this and thc following derivations, lhe left tree indicaleS the D-SU1lcrure

relatiOfls and the relevant movement(s), where the tree on the righl indicates the relations

allhe next stage in thc derivation. AI D-stTUcrure, this sentence begins with Ihe verb in

Y' assigning theta-roles to the object NP (in this case, second person singular sufftx),

The ldllhat arises at the end of the verb at PF need not concern us: il may be the

n=sult of an agreement relation between the verb and the third person I\rp, or Ihe Ud

allemation may be {he result of some phonological rule. Because the objecl NP is

independent, il requires case marking; it is assigned ACe by the verb.

(29) Subject is third person, object is ruost or second person
which is generated as the complement of V where il is assigned accusative case, and the

subjeci NP (in this case, a elilie), which is adjoined [0 VP. The objeel incorporates into

the verb as discussed in Section 2.2. The subject eli lie. J assume for the moment,

.. ?u-talat-sid (t;) stub~)

PRF-chase-2s0 DET man
'that man chased you(sg)'

behaves like a structural NP, requiring case. Since it cannot receive case in NP*, it

raises to the subject position, (SPEC,IP).

In the next case (28), the object suffIX has been replaced by an oven (but

optional) third person NP. The principal difference between (28) and (27) above is that

in (28), the object is n=presented by an independem noun phnlse, rather than a suffIX.
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b.

IP----------\' SPEC

~V.max JI ~NP'
1u. VP .......

" ~ ~
~ l;;>stuM

V NP
I L:::::::". move

laJal -sid

t_
incorporate

rP

----------I' SPEC
~ I

INA.. V-max I;;) Stub~

I vr---NP'
7u-" I:::::::,.

V' /'/
/"--. J

V NP
I b..

lalat.si~ leI,

Nor does the theory offer an explanation as to why, when both subject and

object are third person, an oven NP can only name the ob~c, of the transitive verb, and

not the subject'

(31) 7u·talat·d tuil stub~

PRF-chase-30 that man
'he chased that man'
·'that man chased him'

The fonner in (30), the prohibition against two NPs in a single sentence.

sugg~lS that. for whatever reason, only one strucrural case is available in Lushootseed

sen~nces to license a NP to pass the case filter.

Section 3.2 Lushootseed V cannot assign case

This case differs from the ones above only in thai the phrase f::> srub~ names the subject

rather than the object, and is represented as a full, structuraJ NP, rather than a clitic.

This analysis is able (O make both the struClures in (28) and (29) grammatical

only by having two cases available, 10 license both NP chains. It is unfortunate but

unavoidable in this analysis that Lushootseed seems to lack NPs naming first and

second persons, as the English pronouns I, you or the Spanish yo, ni etc.

This analysis funher assumes that the lexical NP in (29) which names the subject

is licenced by a different case than that which licenses the object-naming NP in (28).

The theory offers the empty category pro to stand in place of the NPs in (28) and

(29) resulting in sentences consisting only of the innected verb and the c!itic. However,

since there may be an overt NP naming a third person subject, as in (29), and an overt

NP naming a third person object (28), the theory offers no explanation why both the

subject and object NP cannot be overt in the same sentence:

(30) "1u-talaHI ti7il SlUM t-s-i7ii slad~y7

PRF-chase-30 that man that(-f-) woman
·'that woman chased that man'
"'that man chased that woman'

22

Under what circumstances would only one of the tWQ structural cases NOM and

Ace be available in a language. Koopman (1987) suggests that languages may differ

parametrically with respect to whether verbal traces (i.e. the trnce of V after V-to-INFL

raising) can assign case to an NP in comp1emeOl position within ¥P. This suggests one

possible way to derive the 'one NP' condition in Lushootseed-V never assigns ACe

because it always moves to INR....

This proposal has some theoretical appeal not only because the inability of traces

to assign case has been demonstrated in other languages (Koopman, 1987, for

Bambara, and Baker 1988 suggests that traces o( noun incorporation cannot assign

genitive case to possessor NPs, etc_), but because a lexical NP that names object does

nOI appear to be structurally distinct (rom one which names subject

In order (or this analysis to work for Lushootseed, we must accept that the

subject c1itics, even though it receives the external theta·role, does not need to be case

marked. It is not inconceivable that clitics might escape the case fIller because they

8n-ere is. or.c~Be. 110 general. prohibition on senleOCCS in ..... hich both subject and objecl: arc third
persoo-that IS, if the phrase tiJiJ nub! were 10 be dropped from (33). the reSUltingp~ 1u-~lat-d 'he
chased him' is comple1ely !r2mmxical
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incorporcue in some way, especially in light of Baker's (1988) analysis of passive

morphemes, which are assigned the external theta-role in [N"fl., and incorporate to the

verb. 9

Under this proposal, a Lushootseed lexicaJ NP always appears in ISPEC.fP]

and receives NOM case. Thus, in those instances when the NP names the object, the

derivation of the sentence is anaJogous to the derivation of the English passive-the D

structure object NP raises to the subject IXlsition in order to receive case. Consider the

following derivations.

(32) Subject is third person, object is flnt or second person

a. 1u-taJal-sid (~ stub!.)
PRF-chase-2s0 OET man
'thai man chasedyou(sg)'

b.

IP-------I' SPEC

INFL/---V-max J
I ~NP'

?u- /vp c:::".
::.- t::> stuM

Y NP
I L:::::::... move

l:alal -sid

t-----J
incorporate

move

IP-------I' SPEC
/--- I

INFL V-max 1:;;1 stub~

I ~.
7u-l:aJal-si'\. vp N'P
~ y-:' c:::".

/'""-.... leI)
y NP

I ~

lei. lei,. '

~is does 1'1()( qUIte suil the behavjor of second position clitia, since the movemefll of ocher
incorpcnted elemen15 is forced by !heir 'rnorphoklcical subcaqoriution frames'. Howevu, it does not:
seem inconceivable th.lll some elements, instead of ~ving 'IMf'PholOZlcal subcategorizal:ion frames'
have 'phaIoIogtcal' subcatqoization fnmes, ~uiring dial: lhey appear only in a panicvlar
phonoIogkal environment Someming of this son is necessary, I believe, 10 correctly generate the
aIIomorph of the indefinite anicle in English, 'a' before a consonant/'3fI' befcn a vowel. Because of
.space and lime limitations, I must for !he time being simply stipulate thai clilics escape the case filler
simply by vlnue of their c1itk·hood.

24

In (32), the objecl is repre~nted by Ihe incorporated suffix -sid, which does nOI

need, nor is il assigned, case. The incorporaled verb then moves to INFL. The D-

structure subject, t;) Stub! moves to ISPEC,IPJ in order 10 receive NOM. This

derivation is 10 be contrasted with (33)

25



(33) Subject is fust or second person, object is third person

..
b.

1u·talat-d :t~ (t;l stuM)
pRf-chase·30 "" IsS DET man
'I chased that man'

(SPEC,IP) where it receives case. Or, the alternation may simply result from an

allophonic variation of the fmal consonant of the stem, as Hess & Hitben (1976)

describe, and thus require no further corrunenl The choice is nO[ one which is critical to

the analysis.

Here, the object is represented by an independenl third person NP, and the

subject is a clilic. When the verb raises to INFL, it leaves behind a trace wh.ich cannot

assign case. Thus, in order to pass the case ftlter, the object NP must move to the

[SPEC,IFI position, and receive NOM. Thus, sentences of this type are regarded as

closely analogous to the English passive.

The derivation in (33) does nO[ address the status of what Hagiwara (1989)

IP

-----------I' SPEC

~
INFL V-max

I /"------- NP'

L~: ~
I ~

l::alat t;l sluM

move move

IP

-----------I' SPEC
~ I

INFL V-max t;l SlUM)

I /"-------
1u-talat vp NP"

--"./ ~
---y v· =t~

r---
V NP
I ~

lei te/
• I

This analysis was motivated generally by the need to restrict the number of

Str\lCturai cases available within the Lushootseed sentences; that is, to rule (30)

ungrammatical. We also h.ave in this analysis an explanation of the fact in (31), that if

both the subject and object are third person, why a lex.ical NP can only name ObjecL

Consider the following D-structure.

(34)

IP

-----------I' SPEC

INFL~V.max JI /"-------

L
"· v-:,VP N~

r-- t;l stub~

V NP move
I ~

tala! Ipro}

move move

claimed was me ·d suffix on the verb. One possibility is that it is the surface reflex of a

passive morpheme. U this were the case, however, we would not expect to be: able to

generate the subject clitic in (33), as passive morphemes absorb (or are assigned) the

external theta-role of a transitive verb (Baker 1988). Another possibility is that it

represents an agreement relation with a third person object, a morphological reflex of a

derived SPEClHEAD relation, in which case the complement NP muSt move to

(SPEC,VP( in order to satisfy the SPEClHEAD requirement before proceeding on to

26

U the subject NP were lekical and the objcct represented by the empty category

pro, then there would be two elements competing for the one available case. Ln any

derivation along these lines, one or the other would fail to pass the case filter, and thus

the sentence is ungrammatical.

TItis analysis, however, has one unsatisfying property, in that we must stipulate

tnat in LushOOlsced, the category pro, which muSt receive case, cannot be substituted

for a lexical NP as a D-slrUcture subjccl That is, it is rather unlike pro in other

27
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First, the one leJ.lcall\.'P constraint is derived from the faCI thai there is only one

structWAl case available in Lushootseed sentences. At D-structun=, Lushootseed external

11le advanLage of this theory over one in which c1itics must receive case are

clear. The hallmarks of the analysis presented thus far can be summarized as follows.

languages that has more or less lhe same distribution of Iellial NPs. When a third

person subject is not named by an NP (as it is in (32», lhe subject must be represented

by a phonologically null clitic, or some element thai does not otherwise need to receive

case. Consider the following structure.

(35)

IF

------------I' SPEC

~

Ii ~ J
L
1
"' i-VP N~I

V NP move
I ~

talat (pro)

move move

(36)

IP

------------I' SPEC

~
INFL V-max

I ~NP'

?L"' jP =~O
V NP
I ~

talat 'pro)

move move

IP

------------I' SPEC
~ (p,o/,

[NFL V-max

I ~NP'
?u-tala~ /vp f'-....
~ V' _ZERO

/"-..
V NP
I ~

1</ /</,

If pro had the same dislribution as leJ.ical NPs, then the case of the null

subjeclinuU object sentence ?u-taJat-d 'he chased him' would be ungrammatical for the

same reason that (34) above was ungrammatical-two elements are competing for the

only available case.

If the pro in Np· in (35) were replaced by a phonologically null c(itk, with the

same properties as the overt firsl and second person clilics, the sentence 7u-taJ:u-d IS

predicted to be grammatical:

28

theta-roles are assigned 10 NJM', which can dominated clilics (both oven and null) or

leJ.ical NPs. The internal theta-role is assigned to complement position, which can

dominate objecl sufrlJ.es, which do nOI need case and incorporate into the verb, or a

leJ.icaJ NP (or pro) which muSI ullimately receive case; from this lhe faci that if both

arguments of the transitive verb are third perron, then a lcJ..ical noun phrase must be

interpreted as object foUows, as does lhe lack of lests which distinguish an lellicaJ NP

which names subjecl from one which names object.

Sectioo 3.3 An alternative analysis

It is worth discussing one alternative analysis with the same essential features.

While it does oot eJ.plain the problems associated with lhe: structures discussed thus far
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subject marked wilh a possessive affix) or wilh a 'dependent subject marker', which is

distinction does not reduce to a tensed/infinitival distinction. Non-independent clauses

differ from independent clauses in one of two ways--either the dependent verb is

nominalized (in which case it surfaces with a nominalizing prefix ~-, a detenniner and

constructions, and past and non-past lenses.

While Lushootseed does distinguish independent from dependent clauses. such a

INFL
~

TNS AGR

I I
10. person}
LIl number)
[y gender)

I± tense]
l±past}

In languages other than English, lNFL will often not dominate lexical words,

but afftxes reflecting specifications of these features. These will, in the syntax, adjoin to

the verb (either by V-Io-I raising or I-to-V lowering-bolh instances of head-Io-head

movement. and probably incorporation). English INFL may also dominate modals.

Recenlly, others (in particular. PoUack 1989) have suggested thai T;.IS and AGR (also

Aspect) participate in X~bar independently, thus supplanting the notion INA.. altogether.

Agreement, per se, has also been reduced 10 a morphological reflex of the SPEOHEAD

rc:lationship. Thus, what I have been refening 10 as [NFL perhaps ought to be referred

to more specifically as structural tense. With this in mind, languages with !NFL nodes

would be ell.pected to express, minimally, a dislinction betw~n tensed and inftnitival

etymologicaUy c:quivakntto the irKkpendent clause subject clilies but without the [t].

While historically [t) may have indieaLed the tensedness of the independent clause, this

Cannol be the case in the modem language as this would require the independent subject

clities to be morphologically complex.

(37)

proposal along these lines.

specified. INFL may also dominate a sister 10 TNS, under which agreement fearures

(AGR), presumably subject agreement features, are specified. Thus, [NFl has the

structure given in (37).

(1986b), has reanalyzed S as a maximal projection of 1NA...,!P. [NFL, then, has the

general properties of an X-zero head, and lP the properties and structure of an X-max in

Section 3.3.1 INFL in syntactic theory

fNFL, and previously AUX, is posiled as a syntaclic node. Earlier work

assumed INFL 10 be a daughter of S, but more recenl work. especially Chomsky

standard X' theory.

Van Riemsdijk. and Williams (1986) offer an fNFL which dominates the bloat)'

feature (±tense] (TNS). If the INA.. is I+ttnsel. a complementary fealure (±past) is also

( will briefly oulline the StruClurai propenies I assume for the INA... node and suggest

that the morphological reflexes of abstract features which are associated lNR... are

systematically absent from Lushootseed. Finally in Seclion 3.3.2, I will work OUI a

with any more facility than the analysis in Section 3.2, it suggests a solution 10 the

problem of NP interpretalion in Lushootseed more generaJly.

That lNFL is an obligatory category in all languages has been an implicit claim m

much of the work in the GB framework.(s). However, if we were to accept that INFL

does not participate in X-bar syntax or contribute structurally (i.e. as a case assigner) to

the Lushoolseed sentence, many of the effeclS of lhe above analysis will follow. The

difference will be in the generation and interpretation of noun phrases. In Section 3.3.1,
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The other logical possibility, with respect to possible surface reflexes of D- Recall the following licit transitive sentences.

structure tense is the use of aspectual morphology to indicate time-of-event with respect

to lime-of-speech. This was the underlying assumption in representing the perfective

prefix ru- under INFL above.

However, as demonstrated in Section 1.1, this treatment Lushootseed aspect as

tense is hazy at best. Lushootseed aspect seems to be a propeny of lexical categories.

not sentences. FUl1her. Lushootseed aspect as a marker on verbs in independent clauses

(39) ,.

b.

c.

7u-talat-sid =tod
PRF-chase-2s0 : IsS
'I chased you (sg)'

7u-talat-d ~od (to stubs)
PRF-chase-30 ",IsS DET man
'I chased that man'

7u-calat-sid (t:J stuM)
PRF-chase-2s0 DET man
'that man chased you (sg)'

is generally optional. In this sense, either 'tense' fails to be a structural property by

which fmite and non-futite cJam.e are distinguished. or these morphemes fail to be a

renex of structural tense.

Section 3.3.2 Lushootseed without !NFL

Let us suppose for the moment that Lushootseed 'tense' and therefore £NFL. in

the sense thal J have used it in this thesis, does not panicipate in X-bar syntax-that is,

it fails to project categories and contribute StnJcturally to the sentence. We are left with a

structure along the lines of (38).10

(38)

A
VP NP*

.......---.-.
V' SPEC

.......---.-.
V NP

This is merely a left-headC{! VP as it might appear at D-strUcture in any language.

in principle identical to the VPs assumed in the analyses above. The difference here is

that this VP is the entire sentence. How can this structre be made to generate the licit

sentences of Lushootseed?

IOrhis geRerai 3pproach to LushOCKSeed sentence SUUClure W3$ fIm proposed in H3giwara (1987).

32

7

In (39a), both arguments of the transive verb talal 'chase' are marked

inflectionally; the rtrst person subject is marked with a clitic, while lhe second person

object is marked with a suffix on the verb. In (3%). we have a first person subject

clitic and the -d sufrlx on the verb indicating that lhe object is third person. Here. the

optional NP names the objecl Finally in (39c), the object is represented with a verbal

suffix, while the third person subject may be named with an NP. or like the object NP in

396b), it may be omitted (presumably replaced by a phonologically null clitic).

What was in the previous analysis a stipulation. that the category pro was

restricted from appearing in NP· even though a lexical NP could. must be recast. If the

structure in 38) is accepted. a lexical NP cannot be generated in NP· because there

would be no position to which it could move and receive case. We will return to the

problem of the lexical NP naming the subject in (29c) momentarily.

I have already demonstrated that, for whatever reason, the subject cliucs in NP'"

do not need to receive case in the previous analysis: thus, carrying this assumption with

us in this analysis does not come at a cost. It has been further argued by Baker (1988)

that incorporated nominals, such as the object suffixes, do not need to receive case.

However, Baker's discussion of antipassive construction presents the opposite

situation, where a lexical NP is licensed by a case. but is not itscifassigned a unique

theta-role. That is, in amipassive constructions, the antipassive object is incorporated.
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t~ sqw;lbay1

The resulting \'erb does not assign accusative case. However, when an oblique (that is,

inherently case-marked) NP appears in such a conSD'Uction, it is interpreted as naming

the object. Baker accounts for lhis with a rather vague notion of theta-Linking. The

antipassive oblique NP does nOl receive a unique thela-role, but the incorporated

antipassive morpheme somehow 'transmits' its theta-role to the oblique NP. Thus, the

two fonn a sort of thematic chain; the oblique NP is, in a general sense, an appositive

(or in Jelinek's 1984 terms, adargumental) adjuncL

Reruming now to Lushootseed,we may ask. how do l\'Ps get lisenced?

Consider the derivations in (40) and (41). For expository purposes, I have labelled the

incorporatable (object) pronominaJ position "Pm", and the external subject (clitic)

position "PRN", in order to distinguish them eaSily from the category I have labelled

"W', which muSt be licensed by case. It is important to remember that !.he NP sys~m

and the pronominal sys~m are separate. Again f~ expository purposes, we represent

both sySlemS in !.he same two dimensions, although ideally would would represent them

in parallel planes. Thai is, we want 10 represent siSlerhood between the argumentaJ (i.e.

pronominal) complements of V and the V-head in order to preserve the requirements of

theta-role assignment across languages. In addition, we want to preserve cross-

linguistic requirements of case assignment (under government) to NPs, and thus to

represent sisterhood between the phrasal complements of V (nonargumentaJ NPs) and

the V-head. 11

II I do noc wanl, necessarily, 10 imply 'SUUClur.l1' sl!lerhood of the pronominal complements and the
NP complemtnls. This question tleave for further resemh.

34

(40) 1u-talat-d ~t~ sqw~bay7

PRF-chase-30 "" IsS OET dog
'I chased the dog'

V-mal<
/"~------

/y" P~N

V'-- U
V~ .'O<!
I .

Pm &
?u-taJat I ~ ...............

-ct

i_I
move

(41) 1u-taJat-d I;) sqw:)bay1
PRF-chase-30 ..35 DET dog
'he chased the dog'

V-mal<

The above lTees appear to be in violation of the theta-crilerion. as the

incorpcmued element, -d and the independem elemenl f;l sqw;lbay7 are both siSlcrs 10 V,

even though there is only one theta-role between them. However,l believe similar

situations occur in other IUnds of conSD'UClioos in many languages. One obvious

example is the existence of special constructions, like appositiVes and some

parentheticals in English and other languages, which perhaps 'inherit' not only theta

roles from adjacenl Ns, bUllheir case as well. AnOlher possible example is the elevation

of an inherent case thai was nol available in Olher constructions, such as the obi ique case
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which is assigned 10 antipassive NPs in the presence of an incorporated antipassive As I have said., something along the lines of (42) is required in the theory

V'

NP, bUI to the incorponced morpheme. which then transmits, or links, its theta-role to

stnlcturally closest pronominal by virtue of both being dominated by the same category,

v-max
..-~------

,,/y" P~N

V'-- D.
V~ '"e ~ ·ZERO
I • •. ~

Prn /'iP
1u-talat I ~ ...............

-s I;) sqW:>bay7

1u-talat-s ",ZERO t:> sqw;)bay1
PRF-chase-lsO ",35 DET dog
'I chased the dog'

(42c) will also succxsfully interpret the third licil structure, in which the case

Jicenseable NP is made coreferential with 1he third person subject rather than a first or

second person object.

the oblique NP.

Before the algorithm in (42c) steps in, It must be that a lexical NP be case

marked independently of it being assigned a theta-role, as in (40) and (41). 10 these

Baker's (1988) theory, the oblique NPs in both passive and antipassive consb'Uctions fit

this descriptiort--the theta-role with which they are linked is not assigned to the oblique

(43)

sentences. the lexical NP 1:J sq""~bay? is nOI theta-marked. and is interpreted as being

coreferential with the third person object pronominal -d. I submit that -d is the

independently of the VP-only analysis of Lushootseed, in order to account for 'theta

linking' of case-Iicxnsed NPs which do not receive an independenl theta-role. In

(uue) argument.

Wilhin a verb phrase, of course, there is a lhird possibility. Namely the position

licenced by ACC. It is critical 10 note that in (40) and (41) the theta-role is assigned to

the pronominal element which la~r incorporates. This action does not a priori ~vent

the verb from assigning case. Baker (1988) shows that in some languages the resulting

verb is still able to assign c~ to an otherwise un-<:ase-licensed (but in Baker's

examples, independently theta-marked) lexical NP. Such an NP is usually assigned a

theta-role by an element that, in the end., fails to assign it case.

In the above twO derivations, the lexical NP is assigned ACC by the verb, even

though the verb's internal theta-role is assigned to the suffix -d, which incorporates

later. We can now give a more fonnal account of the interpretation of the lexical NP

Ihan Baker (1988) gave to the antipassive NP, but without appeal to the 'Linking Rules'

of Jelinek (1985), which made critical reference to the surface case marking of the

lex.ical NP involved and the role-paradigmatic form of the pronominal elemenL 1ostcad,

I prop:>se the universal constraint on NP interpetation and the simple algorithm such as

in (42) that wiU successfuUy interpret NPs in Lushootseed. 12

(42) a. Lexical NP interpretation constrainl: Lex.ical NPs must be corefcrential (i.e.
identified) with theta-marked clements.

b. Condition on coreferentiality: coreferential categories must agree (or, at least,
not disagree) in phi-features (i.e. person/number/gender as gra.mmalicized in the
language). (Tbis may alw be quite sensitive to more prag~a[]c features, such as
animacy, volilionality, etc., though, I predict, nOl so much In terms of
grammaticaliry as sensibiliry.)

c. NP interpretation algorithm: Make NPs which are not independently theta
marked c<n:ferential with the 'structurally closest' theta· marked element
satisfying (42b).

move
t2Thc aJgorithm in (42c) has an advanlage OVeI" Jelinek's (1984) Linking Rules. in that (42c) slill relies
on slJUCwnl relations rather than macehing morphological paradigms (i.e. case marting of strucwnl
t'/Ps and 'G-case' of pronominals.
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in (43), the Strllcrurally closest pronominal is that which receives the object

theta-role, as it was in the previous examples. But·s in (43) is ftnt person singular,

where t:l sq"';,bay7 is third person. Since they disagree. the algorithm (42c) cannot

make them coreferential. The algorithm thus makes I;) sq"':lbay7corderential with the

subject. lhe third person (=ZERO) clitic.

The algorithm in (42c) also captures the generalization that whe:n both subject

and object are third person. a lexical noun phrase can onJy be interpreted as naming the

object-the object theta-role is always assigned to the: complement pronominal. that

dominated by V'. and that pronominal is always sU\lcturaUy closer to the: accusative

noun phrase: than the subject pronominal. Funher. it also rules ungrammatical sentences

in which a case: is assigned to a third person (lexical) NP when bo(h the: subject and

object are third person-the: algorithm cannot find a theta-marked element with which

other problems associated with the derivation of NPs that are somehow extra in a

sentence. I have a1n:ady alluded 10 the possibility of extending the constraint and

algorithm in (42) to a theory of appositives. In Lhis section, I will discuss oLher

algorithmic aspects of the interp~tation of other NPs in Lushootseed.

interpreting structural NPs via algorithm rather than by struCTUral relations seems

ad hoc. and would no( be an acceptable alternative if;t could not be demonstrated thaI

NPs more generally must appeal to algorillmtic interpretation. in general, the question

of 'transmission of theta-roles' requires some measu~ along the: lines of (42c). In

addition, there is evidence Ihat algorithmic interpretation of NPs is a general

phenomenon in Lushootseed. and not merely an ad hoc device. This evidence,

described more fully in Hukari (1976). is the constraints on the: interp~tation of

comitatives. Consider the foUowing dala. adapled from Hukari: 1f

If one was commilled to generating the object suffixes as agreement, one would

resort to conjoining the 7; phrase with (proj. However. as Hukari (1976) observes,

conjunctions of singular NPs cross-linguistically generate plural agreement: wtlile there

is a preference for the plural markers (as in 50). they are not necessary, as demonstrated

tfNB: The verb bI:KJ. in spile of ending wi!h a -d. is an intnlnsitive verb in Lu.shooueed.

the: lexical NP agrees.

Note that flrSl and second person lexical NPs are not ruled out in this analysis.

But here again. the theory provides the category pro which is usually specified for

person and number. Thus. the struCtural verb may always assign ACC to some

independent nominal. lJ

Section 3,4 Algorithmic interpretation of other structural NPs

1will not attempt, in this thesis, to come to a final decision between the analysis

in Section 3.2 and the analysis without [NFL in Section 3.3. However, the fact that Ihe

INFL-Iess analysis required the formalization of an algorithm which interprt:ts NPs in

the d~rivation of a sentence, rather than onJy in its parse, makes some headway with

lJlt is a tittle uoubting. under !his proposal, thai inuansitive verbs can stiU assign accusative case.
HoweVef, judging from the fact !hal Lushootseed does no! appear 10 distinguish 'inuansitive' vel"bs from
'unaccusative' ones, lila! the thela-role in !he case of an inuansitive verb in Lushooueed is always
assigned Ulemally. Thus, Bonia's generalization, thaI only verbs thai assign an Clliemallhcla-role can
migll accusative case, can be nude pushed 10 make :ill:CUUlive case available, even 10 in<r.lnsilive verbs.

(44)

(45) a.

b.

in (46).

(46) a.

b-1:;W;x1 ti ad-suq"'a1 1i ti ad·syaya1
PRG OET 2sPos·ygr.sibling POET 2sPos-friend
'your tittle brother and your friend are eating·

b-1-;.Y.K1 ~-;.I:;Ip li t-;. ad-sya1yal
PRG-eat =2pS POET 2sPos-friend
'you(sg) and your friend are eating'

lu-l;a.lal-ubukxi ~::xi li ti ad-syalya1
PRF·chase-2pO,. IsS P OET 2sPos-friend
'I chased you(sg) and your friend'

~-1~-;x1 =l;-;Jx'" li t;l ad·syalyal
PRG-eat =2sS POET 2sPos·friend
'you(sg) and your friend are eating'
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In (46), we have an 7; comitalive inlerpreted with singular pronominals. This

indicates that the pronominals are not agreement markers. Further, it demonstrates that

the li comitative is not a conjunction bUI a prepositon. If one generates the pronominals

in the syntax., and were to conjoin them with 7;, then moving the pronominal Qui of the

coordinate structure would violate the Coordinate Structures Constraint (Ross 1967).15

b. 1u--taial-sKi =l::x1 1i ti ad·sya1ya1
PRF-chase-2s0 = IsS P DET 2sPos-friend
'I chased you(sg) and your friend'

pe~on subject, ..t~_ In (47b), the comitative NP is marked with a fltSt person

possessor ·d, and accordingly can only be interpreted along with the fU'St person subject

=t4Xland not with the second person object. Finally, in (47c), an unpossessed

cOmltalVe cannot be interpreted with respecllo ftf'St or second person arguments of the

verb. 16

There seems to be no straightforward way to require this kind of 'agreement'

structurally, especally since Ihe comitative NP may be interpreted along with either the

Thus on twO independent grounds. (lake Ili + NPjlo be a prepositional phrase.

However, there is an additional condition on interpreting 7; comitatives, and thai

is thai when interpreted along with with argumental person markers, 7; NPs must be

posessed. and muSt be interpreted as comiLalive with an argument with which the

possessor 'agrees' in phi-features:

verb-incorporated object marker or the clitic subject marker. Funher, the possessive

marker on the comitative noun is a prefu, and does nOl always agree, saictly, in number

with (he pronominal category. I take this as funher evidence that NPs are interpreled

algorithmically with respect to the inflectional markings in a sentence, rather than to

structural relations lhey bear wilhin the semence.

(47) a. 7u-talat-sid =t:M:t 7i tsi7if ad·skW'uy
PRF-chase-2s0 =lsS P Ihat(f) 2sPos-mother
'I chased your mother and you(sg)'
*'your mother and I chased you'

b. 7u-talat·sid :t:x1 7i lSi7il d_skW'uy
PRF-chase-2s0 : 1sS P thal(!) IsPos-molher
·'1 chased my mother and you'
'my mother and I chased you'

c. *7u-ta.lat-sid =t;)d 7i tsi7it sfad;)y7
PRF-chase-2s0 :lsS P that(f) woman

*' I chased thai woman and you'
·'that woman and I chased you'

Here again, there is a preference for the plural pe~on marker, but for clarity in

translation we have presented (47) with singular foons. In (47a) Wi:: can see that the

comitative NP is marked with the second person singular possessive prefiA ad-, and can

only be interpreted with a second person argument, the object -sid, and not the rlJ"St

15-Jne comrrainl prohibits movementS of one conjunct 01.11 of a coorttinale suucture unless !he rule
applies specifICally to COOfdinale SlJUCOlres. Since both moving the objecl suffi ... ontO lht verb and
moving the clitic 10 second position are bolh genenJ in their application, Ihty could 001 apply to a
[prooominal-1i-NPI COOfdinale SlJUClUJe. See Hukari (1976) foc a discussion.

40

t6Hukari (1976) does 001 discuss the inlerprtulion of mird perscm-possessed comiutivcs (roughly
tquivaJenl to 'I chased her brod1ef and}'QU', etC.). His discussion of1hese faclS leads me 10 suspect mal
such rlPs mUSI be inlerpreted with re5pecllO lhird penon argumenlS. However, such a construction
does 001 seem 10 appear in my <!.au; il may be Ihallhird penon-possessed comiuuves may be:
gr.unmatical when inlerprt:1ed with ftr11 and.second perscn :lIIUmetllS. This is an irllen:sting quesoon.
bulone which does 001 immedialely bear on the issue of algoritmic interpret.auon of NPs. What is cleal
is mat. in (49·52) one musl appeal 10 algorithmic macching of inflectional markings (possessive
morphemes) with Olher fealures of lht senleoce (pronominals), independenl of lheir stnlClUDI
relationships.

41
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Section 4,0: The Lushootseed -~b Construction

In this section, we will examine another transitive construction, in -;)b. 1 have

With the -~b tr,iInsitive, however, the situation is rather differenl A transitive

verb in -~b is always interpreted as having a third person (logical) subjecl The subject

In (48), the verb kWaxwar'help' is suffixed with -~b. The logical object of the

may also be named in an optional PP. The logical object may be fIrst, second, or third

person, and is represented on the surface by the first and second person clitics (which

indicate subject in the unmarked rransitives presented in Section 1.0), or by an optional

lexical NP (when third person).17

delayed discussing this construction for several reasons. First. of all Lushootsecd

constructions, it most obviously seems to contradict the generalization made in Section

1.0 that only one lexical NP naming an argument may appear in a given sentence.

However, as I argued in Section 3.0, this condition on Lushootseed transitives is

derived from the fact that only one structural case is available in Lushootseed sentences.

I will argue in this section that the 'second' NP in the -;)b construction is not licensed by

a structural case, but by an inherent case.

Another reason for waiting to discuss this construction is that it us clearly

marked in Salishan. While sentences in -;)b are reasonably common in Lushootseed

(48) a.

b.

?u-kWaxwat'db =t~d

PRF-help-EB = Is
'he helped me'

?u-kwaxWat-db =t-=xi ?d ti d-staldl
PRF-help-EB =Is POET IsPos-nephew
'my nephew helped me'

texts and discourses, its function in licensing this inherently case-marked NP, which

names the notional subject of the transitive verb, is apparently an innovation unique in

SaJishan to LushOOlseed (Hess & Hilbert, in press). Finally, in discussing the -~b

transitive, I hope to use it as a litmus test for deciding between the analyses in Sections

3.2 and 3.3, both of which were seen to be adequate to describe the unmarked

transitive, but both with some loss of generality with respect to the predictions of the

verb, which in the absense of ·;)b would be represented with an object suffix, is now

represented by a subject clitic, in this instance, =t:>d. If it is named, the third person

subject is represented with an NP governed by the preposition 7;) (48b).

If the logical object is not flrst or second person, a lexical NP may be used This

NP is not marked with a preposition. and seems to be licensed by the same structural

case as the unmarked NP in the transitives discussed in earlier sections.

other.

Section 4.1 The -~b transitive

(49) a. ?u-kWa;o:.Wat-db?d ti d-staldf t-s-i
PRF·help-EB P DET IsPas-nephew DET(-t)
'my nephew helped my mother.'

d-sk""uy
IsPos· mother

t7For variety, t~ verb-of-choice in this section is kW 3.XWat 'help'. These examples may JUSt as easily
been presented using one of the transitive stems used earlier, tatat 'chase' or t~S~t 'hit'. Also. most of
the NPs in this section are unship terms, which in Lushootseed are atways marked as possessed. This
is accidental arid does 001 indicate a condition on the interpretaion of these NPs on the order ()f that Ort
the interpretaion of comil<ltive 1i NPs.

In the transitives discussed earlier, logical subjects of the verb were assigned 10

the D-structure subject position (NP"'), and were represented on the surface by overt

subject clitics when flrst or second person or by a lexical NP (or a corresponding empty

category) when third person. Logical object was assigned to complement position, and

represented by incorporated suffixes for first and second person, and an optional lexical

NP in the third person.

b.

c.

7u·k Wax w at·;)b t-s-i d-skW'uy 7;) ti d-stal~t

PRF-help-EB OET(-f-) lsPos-mother POET IsPos-nephew
'my nephew helped my mother.'

7u-k w ax Wat-db 7:) Ii d-staldf
PRF-help-EB P OET IsPos-nephew
'my nephew helped her.'
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d. ?u·k"'axwal-:::lb t-s-i d-skw'uy
PRF-help-EB DET(-f-) 1sPes-mother
'he helped my mother.'

It is true that the -db transitive uses the usual subject markers (the c1itics) to

represent the object of a verb, and it is true that the logical object of the sentence is

e 1u-kwaxWat-~b

PRF-help-EB
'he helped her.'

Note thaI the third person subject is still named by the NP governed by the

preposition 7:J, and the object NP is bare. The two NPs may occur in either order (49a

and b), and either or both may drop (49<: through e).

Section 4.1.1 A brief analytical history

Snyder (1957) calls the -:Jb construction "passive", saying, "This suffix

indicates thai purposeful action is being directed toward the passive subject." This

indicates that Snyder acknowledged lIle ability of -:db to name an actor acting on a patient

marked with a subject elilie. "Passive" in this sense is not an unreasonable designation.

However, Hess (1973) concludes that -:Jb is not a passive marker. He observes

that -;Jb may be used when the speaker wishes to focus attention on the "patient and his

altitude toward his fate"; Hess glosses ro-k"'ax"'a(-;Jb :t;x1 (as in 48a) as "He

(insisted) on helping me (although I would have preferred to do it alone)" (p.92).

However, Hess points out that the -db construction is the only one where the

aClOr/experiencer can be named with a referential NP, and thus is not functionally

equivalent to the passive construction in English. In (he grammatical notes to Hess &

Hilbert (in press), "db is called "ergative"; i( has two principal functions. " .. it

provides a shift in focus drawing attention to a first or second person patient .... to

provide for the explicit expression of an agent." The label "ergative" is appropriate, in

the same sense that "passive" was for Snyder; it is certainly true that the agent is marked

in an oblique case, and thc patient is represented in the same way as subjects of

intransitive verbs (as clitics), a classic ergative pattern.
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somehow made more salient in the "db construction than in (he other transitives. But in

the sense of "passive" being an operation which an n-ary predicate is changed into an

(n-I )-ary predicate (Keenan & Timberlake 1985), the construction is more elusive. On

the one hand, there are cleary two NPs possible in this construction, where only one

was possible before. This is clearly not what was intended by the (n-1) crilerion.

On the other hand, in considering the pronominal morphemes of LushoolSeed, it

is true that the usual range of object marking is absent in this construction, and that the

usual markers of subject, the clitics (including, I presume, the :ZERO third person) are

used for naming the notional object This is very clearly reminiscent of the English

passive.

My point here is not to argue whether this construction in Lushootsecd is or is

not passive, or is or is not ergative. The question that arises from this discussion is

simply whether the Lushootseed -;:Jb construction, including its morphological and

syntactic patterning, can be reasonably derived within one or both of the general

approaches 10 Lushootsced syntax presentcd in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
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Section 4.1.2 Excursus on the typological perspective on LushootSeed

TypologistS like to categorize languages as to Ihe leastlTlaJ'\(.ec! surface orckr of

the subject NP,the object NP and the verb. Using standard criteria, Ihe least marked

l:nlnsitive construction (discussed previously, wilh the full set of obje<:t suffi ....es) cannot

However, neither of these is borne out in LushootSeed Adverbs which modify

VP, such as '(dance) well', 'very (hungry)' etc. consistently appear to the left of the

verb in Lushootseed. This is true of intransitives (such as in (50», as well as 'regular'

tr.lJlsitives, and tJansitives in -:Jb.

be classified this way: subject and object cannot be named by NPs. Affi....es. being

morphologically bound to some ()(her element in the S are not to be considered in Ihis

respect; c1itics, generally, are also not considered.

However, in the -~b construction, the two argumentS of a uansilive verb can be

(50) •.

b.

cick"" ?~s-tag"'~A'" ti?il spa?c
very SlV-hungry that griuJy.bear
'thai griuJy is very hungry'

cick"" =l:Ki ?~s_tagW~ .... W'

very =IsS STY-hungry
'I am very hungry'

named with NPs, and the least marked order (or the most frequently occuring order) is

VSO (i.e. Verb - PP - NP, as in (4920)). VSO languages are a little dissatisfying 10 the

OB theorist, because it is impossible to construct a constituent VP from the surface V

and O. Ordinarily, the GB assumes Ihat there is VP underlyingly, and probably a level

at which the sentences IS SVO (or soy); during the derivation, the verb is raised to

some higher-than-sentence category on the left, !NFL for instance, and the surface VSO

order is derived.

This analysis makes several predictons. First, adverbs modifying vp are

expected {o stay 'low'. That is, if the intennediate order of a sentence is S-Adv- V-0,

raising the verb would result in an V-S-Adv-O order, as adverbs do nOt typically move

(Pollack 1990).

Second, deriving a vas surface order (as in (49b) in a canonically VSO

language would require either right-eAtraposition of the subject NF, or a complicated

series of raisings of the verb and the object NP leftward. Either of these should

probably occur only under some pragmatic duress, for instance, when special allention

is to be drawn to the subject NP (e.g. conditions analogous to those which are thought

to result in heavy NP shift in English).
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Secondly, while the VSO orckr is unmarked in LushoolSced, the Vas order

does not appear to carry with it the pragmatic force expected if subject were either an

extremely infonnative NP, or some kind of aftenhoughl (cf. English He hit the squirrel,

t~ idiot). The -~b construction tends to focus anention on the logical object, even

though it is the only conS[J1Jction where a lhi.rd person subjeci can be named in the

presence of a Ihird person object.

AnOlher problem from the typological perspective is the incidence ofclities (in

complementarity with kxical NPs) to indicate rtf'St and second person object-as the

clities are placed in second position independenlly of the position of the verb and lexical

NPs in the sentence, sentences in -db with first or second person object cannot be

considered. 13

Wilh all the preceding in mind, (51) lists the propenies specific 10 the -;,b

transitive which must be accounted for.

la11lis is perhaps not as grcal iI problem n it ilppcan-il is not unheard of for languages 10 require
specifIC Ofderinp for fin! ilnd sccood penon iIfIumenlS wilh respetllO thin! person nominals.
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(51) a. -~b transitives always have a third person (logical) subject

b. logIcal objects of -~b transitives are realized as subjeci clilics (incluci!ng !hird
person objects, realized Cl5 the ZERO ditic), rather than the expected object
suffixes

c. when present (i.e. when Ihe logical objeci is third person), a bare NP may.
name the object; as expected, lex.ic:al NPs naming the pallenl cannOC cooccur Wl.th
oven dincs indicating fIrst or second person patients

d. an oblique NP (PP) may name the logical subject

e. bare and oblique NPs are freely ordered after the verb

In Section 4.2, I will discuss the -~b ITansitive in light of !he analysis presented

in Sections 3.2, and discuss some of the problems wilh such ana analysis. 10 Section

4.3, I will compare the INR. treatment wilh the VP-only analysis. and suggesl thai.

although many of the propreties listed in (51) follow more naturally within this analysis,

lhe -~b suffUt ilSClf cannot be generated within a VP-only analysis given the theory of

incorporation (Baker 1988, as discussed in Section 2.0), and thus the [NFL analysis

will emerge as the Stronger analysis, in spite of the problems discussed.

Seclion 4.2 The -'Jb construction in an analysis with !NFL

Within the parameters of a grammar such as presented in Section 3.2, we would

like to capture the morphological properties of the -~b construction (51 a and b) within

the framework provided by Baker (1988). The most obvious analysis of the -:Jb suffix

within this framework is that the suffix is pronominal; it is assigned a theta-role at 0

structure and incorporates (or is incorporated into) the verb. As mentioned in (51 a), the

-:lb suffi.... rues the interpretation of the external argument as mird person. We therefore

want to generate the sufru in the position of the D-struclUre argument. In the previous

sections. we have assumed that this was the adjoined position under V-max. NP*.

Since Baker (1988) did nOC recognize this position. he generales passive morphemes
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(dlat is. morphemes which are assigned or absorb the eltlemal theta-role of transilive

verbs) in INFL-they incorporate wim Ihe verb after Ihe verb raises 10 INR..

The c1itics. which in the unmarked ITansitive presented earlier. represented the

subject. and thus were generated in NP". In the -:Jb construction, they indicate the

person of the object, and therefore must be generaled in complement position. We may

wonder why the usual range of object suffUtes is not used. but it is a simple matter to

argue that the necessary morphological subcalegoriz.ation frame for both the object

suffiltes and the -~b suffix require a bare verb stem 10 which 10 anach; since they

compete for the same mOfPhological position, the -~b suffix cannOl. cooccur with the

objecl suffixes.

However, recall that within the INFL-as-only-case-assigner analysis. we

concluded thai the c1itics did not require case marking. In its way, a treatment of the -:Jb

conSlTUction is rather satisfying. since the c1itics appear in complementary distribution

with lexical NPs. The cliocs, which do not need to receive case may be generated in

complement position, which will not be assigned case by the verb. When the logical

object is third person, it may be represented by a lexical NF, which, as I have said,

presumably raises to [SPEC'[Pj in order to receive case. On the olher hand, were we to

consider this analysis independently of the unmarked transitives discussed in Section

3.2. we might be led to conclude that lhe clitics did require case marking, since there is

nothing in this conSlTUction to prevent a c1itic generated in complement position from

raising to [SPEC,[J'j. This is not a problem for the analysis, per u, but it is certainly an

interesting assymetry belween the elitic that names subject (in the unmarked lTaflsitive)

and the clitic that names object (in the -:Jb transitive).

The PP (or oblique NP) which appears in the -:Jb ITansitive unambigollsly names

Ihe subject However. the D-structure position of mis category is slightly elusive. The

most likely analysis is that it is base generated in within VP. Thus. me common VSO
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order would be derived simply by raising lhe object NP to [SPEC,IF). ~riving the

VOS order from lhis point would simply be a matter of right-extraposing the PP from

c. 1u*tag'"-yi-d ti John 1';) t'J pu1t';)d
PRF-buy-BEN-3s0 DET J P DET shirt
'he bought John a shirt'

inside VP. This, as I have said, would suggest some reasonably strong pragmatic

difference between the two orders, but perhaps lhe difference is subtle.

d. 1u-tag"'';)t-d t';) pu1t':Jd
PRF-buy(trans)-30 DET shirt
'he bought a shirt'

Recall that in Section 3.2 we required the object NP to raise to ISPEC,[P]

because case could not be assigned within VP. Koopman's (1987) manuscript, which

originally motivated this approach, suggests an alternative approach to the -:;Jb

construction. Structural case could be assigned within VP, if the verb failed to move out

of the verb phrase. If this were to take place, the object NP would be assigned

accusative (strucrural) case in complement position, and an inherently case~marked NP

can appear in [SPEC,IF} to indicate the subjecl lltis would result in a basic VOS

order, given the trees assumed in Section 3.2. The more common VSO order would

then have to be derived by extraposing the object NP, or perhaps by adjoining the

subjeci to the left of V (in the manner described by Chung 1989 for Chamorro). As I

mentioned above, one might expect such a movement to indicate a fairly important

pragmatic distinction, but this is apparently not the case.

Nevertheless, there is some independent evidence which indirectly supports this

general approach. The 7:;J preposition has a variety of functions: it may indicate a

possessor (52a), an instrument of an action (52b), or the patient in a benefactive (52c) as

well as a few others.

In (52a), where the 7;1 phrase names a possessor, strongly suggests that the

Lushootseed -;;>b construction is reminiscent of ergative constructions in other some

languages, where possessor (genitive) NPs and ergative subjects surface with the same

case marking. However, the instrumental use in (Sib) and the patient use in (SIc) occur

within VP; either phrase may come first after the verb, although inversion in (51 b and c)

would be extremely marked pragmatically.

The analysis the 7;;> phrase as the subject depends on our treatment of the -:;lb

suffix. That is, if the -db suffix actually bears Ihe external theta-role, the 7;;> phrase

could not normally be generated in NPot;. However, if Ihe -db suffix were treated as

closely analogous to the English passive, then generating the oblique 7;1 phrase would

proceed entirely analogously to the generation of the English passive by phrase.

Nevertheless, as the above discussion should indicate, the analysis presented in Section

3.2 can reasonably generate the -;1bconstruction. The only problem which remains is

the more general one of deriving the Adv . V - (SIO) order. If the adverbs in question

adjoin to VP, then raising the V leftward to !NFL would result in a v - Adv order.

This, however, is a minor difficulty, at best.

(52) a.

b.

ti q'ilbid 1';) ti1il stub~

DET canoe P that man
'that man's canoe'

'u-~abalik'" t-s-i siad:;Jy11'J l';) A'x"':;Jy1
FUT-dry.food DET(-f-) woman POET dog.salmon
'the woman will dry dog salmon'
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In light of the feasability of the INFL-as-only-case·assigner analysis in deriving

both the unmarked transitive and the ~;;Jb construction, we might hope thai the ~;Jb

construction would serve as a tiunus test for deciding between that analysis and the VP

only analysis presented in Section 3.3.
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Section 4.3 The VP-only treaunent of the ·~b construction

I now tum to a discussion of how we might treat the -~b construction within a

VP-only analysis. We will proceed through the propenies of the -~b transitive listed in

(51) in reverse order, beginning with the problem of the free ordering of the NP and PP

mentioned in (51e).

Under this analysis, the Lushootseed sentence is simply a VP, the pre-verbal

adverb adjoined over VP on !.he left.. accounting automatically for the Adv - V order.

But because the NPs naming subject and object (that is, the NP naming object and the

PP naming subject) in the -;;>b construction must both occur within VP, they may be

freely ordered as they are both structural complements of the verb.

In this light, the whole construction is analogous 10 a dative VP in many

languages (including English) in which two argumental 'object' NPs, case licensed by

complements of the verb, and ordering among structural complements is relativley free

cross linguistically, as demonstrated by the preponderance of 'dative shift' constructions

in a variety of languages. The conditions under which a dative NP is predicted to

precede or follow an accusative NP seem to be rather subtle.2o Thus, it is not wholly

unexpected that the order of the subject-naming PP and object-naming NP in the

Lushootsed -;;Ibconstruction to be relatively free. 21

Let us consider the syntactic properties (SIc and d) simultaneously, returning to

the argument in Section 2.0 and Section 3.3, namely, that the NP system in

Lushootseed is largely non-argumental. NPs muS! receive case in order 10 pass the case

ruter, and there arc still two kinds of case: structural and inherent. In English,

structural cases are usually assigned to argumental (i.e. agent and patient) NPs, where

inherent cases are usually non-argumental. In Lushootseed, structural case as well as

different cases, may appear in either order within the VP. Consider the Serbian data in

Recalling that the 7;;> preposition seems to be a general case marker associated

(53).19

(53)

b.

da: [psetu]ACC
give(3sS) the.dog(acc)
' ...gives the dog to mother'

da: (maitsiJDAT
give(3sS) mother(dat)
' ... gives mother the dog'

[maitsilDAT
mother(dat)

!psetu!ACC
the.dog(acc)

inherent case is assigned to adargumental modifiers. In Section 3.3.2, I argued that

structurally cased NPs are interpreted by algorithm, rather than by structural (or

movement-derivational) criteria.

Note·now that the algorithm that associates the bare NP with the object theta-role

in the transitives presented in (42, Section 3.3.2), will also correctly interpret il as the

logical object in the case of the -~b transitive. Interpreting the 7;;1 phrase as the logical

subject is a natUral extension of the algorithm in (42). Baker (1988) claims that

wilh a variety of roles (52), the NP/PP ordering is captured straightforwardly. Both are

19The Serbian dative-shift e... arnple in (53) is drawn from personal work with SiniSi! Spajic. These dala
Me perhaps 1101 as illustrative of this poillt as would hope, as Serbian has notoriously free surface word
order gelleralty. However, the analogous English VP is also problematic as an illustration, as Ihe dati~e

preposition /0 disappears if the dative object precedes the accusati~e:

gi~e [the doglAcc Ito motherlOAT
gi~e ImotherJOAT [the doglACC

A relilcd problem is that though the order of slructunl complemenLs to the verb is free, the cues io which they
appear are fiJIed. Note the following e~.mple from Chieuaw (Munro, p.c.), io which the KCllsalive cue
marker appears alwlyS appears 011 the NP further from the verb.

!I)l)().&t hattall:·a ofi'im·,t-lOk lhoo·at ofi'·. hanak im-a-tok
womatl-NOM lrnIlloACC dog OAT·give-PT woman·NOM dog-ACe mall OAT-give-PT
'The womall gives the dog 10 the mao' 'The womao gave the mao the dog'
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structural cases are never associated with any particular theta-role, while inherent cases

are associated with only a resuicted range of roles.22 The algorithm in (42) must make

allowances for case-specific criteria on interpretation (recall the comitatives in Section

2C>ntis judgemenl is based on my own intuitions for English, and m~nnterpretalionof eorrunents made
by Spajit (p.e,) regardillg Serbian. Munro (p.c.) suggem- thaI the difference ill Chieasaw is also subtle.
:lIllie weak. prefereoce for the VSO order may be e... plainabJe by appeal to a cross-linguistic tendency for
~efering actorS (or subjects) to precede patients (or objects) in the unmarked case.

21n fact, Baker (1988) distinguishes struCtural case from inheherenl case and UmtlllriC case, which is
associaled Wilh on"t and only one thela-role.
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3.4); it may reasonably be modified to stipulate that in the -;lb construction the inherent

1;1 case be interpreted uniquely with the external theta-role.

Finally, we come to Ihe morphological properties in (51a and b), which clearly

present the biggest problem for this analysis. If we choose {Q think of -;lb as marking a

third person logical subject, in the sense of the Pronominal Argument Hypothesis, il will

be assigned the external (subect) theta-role, and incorporate into the verb.

While the clilics can be generated in complement position, as described above in

Section 4.2, the VP-only analysis requires Ihe -;lb suffix to be generated in NP·, so il

can be assigned the external theta-role. However, it would nol then be able to be

incorporated into Ihe verb, as the trace in NP* would not (under most definilions of

government) be properly governed, and woold violate the ECP (17).

While there may be a way around this problem2l, for lhe moment we have one

clear piece of evidence againsl the VP-only analysis that does not rely on the theOf}'-

inlernal stipulation thai INFL (or tense) must panicipate in Ihe syntax of all languages.

The analysis is ruled QUI because: independently motivated principles of the theory

predict this obviously grammatical construction to be ungrammatical.

Seclion 4.4 Summary

Thus, in spite of the need to stipulate thai pro is reslricted from being generated

in NP· (Section 3.2) and the complications which arise in deriving both the V - NP - pp

order and the V - pp - NP order in the -;lb transitive, the £NFL analysis presented in

Section 3.2 is clearly 10 be preferred over the VP-only alternative. Details of the

DOne obvious solution IS 10 change Ihe derUlioon or lovemmenl such tJllllfI inc:orponted dement
genenled ill NP· can arll«:cdent goVCJTt its rrace in that position and Buets (l988) Government
Transparency Corollary nuy be invoked to make the assignment of inherenl case (by ~b to the b plr'lU~

in Nr) Il,llOndtic. Another promising possibilityis to trell the -~b SUfrLl were mertly a suffiJ. on the
verb (perhaps bklck.ing the lncorpor-ation of the 'norma.!' object suffixes), and not arl incorporated
argwnenl, then il is possible 10 assign the eJ.lernat theta-rote to an leJlic~1 NP in NPo, and account for
it's inheR:ntuse·markil'lg independendy.
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analysis of -;lb need 10 be worked oul, bur unless the theory of pronominal

incorporation can be modified (or-;lb analyzed dirrerently), the contention that INFL (or

Tense) does particiJ?<'te in X-bar syntax, and does contribute structurally to lhe sentence

universally is supported.
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Section S.O: A Broader Perspedive

In the analysis of Lushootseed. two principaJ problems have arisen which are

not generally encountered, or have not been generally discussed, in GB lheories of

language. The rusl is the general Salishan prohibition on two NPs naming arguments.

The second is the critical role played by the morphology in the interpretation, not only of

sentences, but of individual noun phrases. Wltile it is certainly not unusual for

morphological marking to be considered, even crucial, to the interpretation of roles, it is

usually case mark.ing and agreement morphemes which are the detenninants. In

Lushootseed, with the exception of the 'h phrase in the ':Jb COflStruction, it was the facie

of agreement between a morpheme and an independem nominal (and also possessive

marking on the noun) which determines how lexical NPs are interpreted

In this !hesis, I have suggested two proposals which both account for the

particular problems found in Lushootseed and have crosslinguistic ramifICations wtuch

are empirically teSlable. While the consU"Uction discussed in Section 4.0 seemed to

single out one of these as better for Lushootseed. the other analysis made some strides

towards a theory of grammatical interpretation of noun phrases, which is required in a

theory of pming, if not in a theory of sentence generation.

The first of my proposals involves my interpretation of Jelinek's (1985)

Pronominal Argument Parameter. Jelinek introduced several new mechanisms, in

particular 'Grammatical' vs. 'Lexical' case, to describe a range of phenomena associated

with pro-drop, nonconfigurationality. and split·ergativiry. The view defended here is

flO( that Jelinek's fundamemal observations were wrong-quite the conbary. But in the

preceding pages I hope to have derived mosl of Jelinek's observed phenomena, alle35t

the phenomena she would have observed in LushOOlseed, from existing principles in me

theory, rather man inrroducing an entirely new parameter which is essentially

independent of other faclors in the grammar, and therefore less easily leamable.
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The essential property of my proposal, which is in line with Jelinek's

fundamentaJ observation, is that arguments (theta· roles) are fundamentally independent

of suucnrral noun phrases and the propeflies of case-licensing. I differ from Jelinek in

that I believe thai assignment of theta-roles and assignment of case may share a number

of properties which have long been lhought to apply to both systems in the theory. In

particular, the notions of c- (or m-) command. and government are critical to both the

assignment of theta-roles and the assignment of case. However, there are some

individual principles which have specific domains (e.g. the Projection Principle is a

principle of thela-relations, while the Case Filter has particular regard 10 SUUClural NPs).

Other principles (Le. the Theta-Criterion, the Visibility Condition) are nO( primitive, but

follow from the inleraction (or non-interaction) of the more unive~1 pnnciples.

In order to derive bound morphol.ogy to which thela-roles are assigned, I have

assumed Baker's (1988) theory of incorporation. Bound morphemes may be generaled

in the syntax identically 10 independent words, but because of their morphological (and,

I have suggested, phonological) requirements, these elements may adjoin to a governing

head (or be adjoined with an element which they govern). to derive !heir surface,

morphologically bound forms. I have argued that such incorporation need not involve

morphemes of only indefinite or nonspecific reference, as Baker (1988) seems to

suggest, but a full range of pronominal elements, as suggested by Jelinek's (1985)

Pronominal Argumenr Parameter.

Ln order 10 test the generality of this proposal, we must look not only aI lexical

argument languages, those which exhibit little if any person-marbng morphology and in

which arguments of verbs arc always represented with independent NPs or pronouns,

bUI at other prop:>sed pronominal argument languages (such as those in Jelinek 1984).

These, like Lushootseed, would be expected to exhibit very rich person-and-role

marking morphology, a certain flexibility in the requirements of NP interprelarion,
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rampant pro-drop, and the availability of some subtle forms of incorporation (such as

the 'lexical suffixes' discussed brieny in Section 3.0).

To investigate these matters further, the obvious langauges to be considered are

the pro-drop languages. Also 10 be considered are languages wim an abundance of

"special" morphology, eli ties and me like, which do not to hold to 'normal' syntactic

relations on the surface, bUI require special rules of placement. Anomer source of

languages is suggested by Jelinek's observation that these languages often exhibit not

only 'case-parndigmatic' mismatches (ergative splits, etc.) but person or number

mismatches of the kind encountered in Spanish:

This leads to the second major proposal. While the analysis of the LuShootseed

·;)b construction suggesled strongly that the VP-only analysis of Lushootseed was

incorrect, Ihe problems associated with the VP-only analysis did not seem

unsunnountable--certainly not more so than the stipulations regarding the appearance of

the category pro and the linear order of adjectives with respect to the verb. Thus, I

want to test the predictions of such an analysis in other languages.

On the immediate front, we must ask if there are other languages like

Lushootseed, in which only one structural case assigner ever participates in the syntax,

and whether it can be demonstTated that this case a~signer is V rather than INFL Likely

ill (54a) the lexical NP las mujeres 'the women' is coreferential with the third

person subject agreement suffix on the verb lienen « tener "10 have'). However, in

(54b), tlUs same noun phrase is apparently coreferential with a frrst person plural subject

agreement marker, and in (54c) the agreement morpheme is second person plural. It is

clear that the structural relationship of the surface noun phrase las mujere.s in (54a-c) to

the agreement marker on me verb (generated under INR..) is 'stronger' (in tenns of an

NP interpretation algorithm) than [he mismatch of person features.

We are lucky, in a sense, that Lushootseed has only one structural case assigner,

since it is likely that only in such a language would it be necessary to engage the

Pronominal Argument Hypothesis in order to preserve the other principles of the theory,

such as the Projection Principle.

(54) ,.

b.

c.

las mujer-es tien·en esperanza
DET(f.pl) women-pi have-3pS hope
'(the) women have hope'

las mujer-es tien-emos esperam.a
DET(f.pl) women-pi have 1pS hope
'we women have hope'

las mujer-es lien-eis esperanz.a
DET(f.pl) women-pi have-2pS hope
'you women have hope'

candidates for such a language are the 'traditional' non-configurational languages, i.e.

those apparently without external subjects; verb-peripheral languages, particulary VSO

languages; and languages which fail to show the usual subject-object asymmetries in

various constructions.

As I have said in other papers (in particular, Hagiwara 1989), I believe the

languages of the New World, as opposed the the languages of Eurasia and to a lesser

extent Africa, should be of particular interesllO the GBfPUG theorist. The theory has

universal implications, indeed, is believed to be a theory of Universal Granunar, the

basic genetically dctennined endowment of mind which constrains the range of possible

languages, and thus makes learning of language possible in humans. It is critical that a

universal theory of grammar draw on all the languages possible. Many interesting

features of language seem to pop up only in cenain parts of the world,24 and it is likely

that areal features of the Americas may contribute critically to the theory of language.

NOne obvious example, having neither (0 do with syntax nor the languages of the New World but still
iUusl1aove, is the occurence of ctick sounds (sounds made with a velaric ingressive airstream
mechanism) only in languages of Southern Africa. If these languages were excluded from study merely
because they ~re inconveniently locared, or difficult to describe. we would lose a great deal from our
theory.
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Fl1J'th(:r, languages which did not contribute directly to the fconation of the theory

provide a critical testing ground for the predictive powers of the theory.

The theory, however, has been constructed from data taken mostly from lndo

European languages, in particular English, German, French, Italian and Spanish. While

many other languages have contributed particular insights which have added greatJy to

the theory (e.g. Dutch, Chinese languages). languages of the Americas (and Australia)

have nO( had the same sort of scholastic innuence. Many problems for the theory are

known toellist in such languages (notably the apparently significantly ergative syntax of

Dyirbal. a language of Australia; the active agreement systems in many languages of

North Amenca, etc.), but research on such languages has either resulted in fundamental

distinctions in the basic 'kinds' of languages there may be (e_g_ the Configurationality

Paramter, Hale 1983) or have gone largely ignored in the gem:ral theory.

My immediate goal in this thesis has been to return something to the study of

LushOOLSeed comparable to what my study of Lushootseed has brought to my

understanding of language. More far reaching is my hope that. in describing

Lushootseed, I have raised issues and problems of more general intereSI to language

theoreticians. I hope to have contributed to the sensibility among linguists that 'funny'

languages will (or should) contribute vitally to linguistic theory, both in the realms of

theory creation and hYJX>thesis testing, and that as linguists we have a resJX>nsibility to

preserving the many languages which are in imminent danger of disappearing forever

both in the Americas and world-wide, not only for their intrinsic worth but for their

potential contribution to our understanding of the human linguistic ability.
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APPENDIX

This map of the Puget Sound region of Washington state lists the

principle dialects of Lushootseed in lheir approximate native geography. This map was

drawn by the author, adapting similar maps in Hess & Hilbert (1976) and Hilbert

(1985).
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